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Abstract
A method of measuring semantic similarity between words using a knowledgebase constructed automatically from machine-readable dictionaries is pro,
posed. The method takes into consideration the fact that similarity changes
depending on situation or context, which we call 'viewpoint'. A feature of
the method is that certain parts of the overall concept of words, compared
with each other, are emphasized by using the viewpoint when calculating
the degree of similarity. Evaluation shows the proposed method, although
based on a simpiy structured knowledge-base, is superior to other currently
available methods.

1. Introduction
Measuring semantic similarity between words is important for natural ianguage processing in text-search, analogical reasoning, cases-based reasoning, flexible human interfaces to databases, etc. We research methods for measuring the similarity between
large numbers of daily-use words with an aim toward general applications. In measuring
such similarity, it must be taken into consideration that similarity changes depending
on situation or context, which we call 'viewpoint'. For example, 'horse' is more similar
to 'pig' than 'car' from the viewpoint of 'animal'. on the other hand, 'horse' is more
similar to 'car'from the viewpoint of 'vehicle'. Babaguchi et. al. proposed measuring
similarity between cases in a database based on such a viewpoint[1]. However, they
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assumed the attributes of

the

already known, since their purpose was application to an existing database. Therefore it is difficult to apply their method to
measuring similarity between the daily-use words themselves used in the aforementioned applications.
In this paper, we propose a method that takes viewpoint into consideration in measuring the similarity between words. The method uses a knowledge-base which is
constructed automatically from machine-readable dictionaries. Certain parts of the
overall concept of words compared to each other, which are corlmon to the knowledge
of the viewpoint, are emphasized when calculating degree of similarity.
We built an experimental knowledge-base and evaluated this method with respect
to its preciseness in similar word retrieval. The results obtained show our method is
superior in this regard to the conventional one based on a tree.structured thesaurus.
cases are

2. Method for measuring similarity between words
2.1. The knowledge-base of words
Knowledge of a word is typically represented by a series of lists, with each list consisting
of the attribute of the word and the value of the attribute. For example, the word
'apple'may be represented as
'

apple'

:

{(' shape',' sphere'),

('

color',' ret), ('taste',,' sour'),. . .}.

During the past several years, the CYC[2] and EDR[3] projects have been attempting
to acquire an enormous amount of such semantic knowledge. However, it is difficult to
obtain all the attributes and values for a large number of daily-use words by hand from
the quantitative point of view[4]. On the other hand, machine-readable dictionaries
have been seen as a likely source of semantic knowledge, and considerable research on
way of extracting the knowledge from them is still going [5, 6]. However, no adequate
method for acquiring the attributes and values completely and fuliy has been found yet.
Moreover, the viewpoint is not considered in any of the research projects referenced
above. Therefore, we constructed a simply structured knowledge-base that can be made
automatically from machine-readable dictionaries only, and tried to attain judgement
of viewpoint-based similarity.
In our method, each word Word; in the knowledge-base consists of a series of lists,
with each list consisting a keyword p;; of. W ord; and a weight g;i of. p;; rvhere

Word,;

:

{(p,r,

q;t),(p;z,Q;z),"',(p;n,qr")}-

(1)

We choose the morpheme contained in the definition or explanation of the word in
the dictionary as the keyword of the word, and choose the number of times that the
morpheme appears as the weight of the keyword.
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2.2. Similarity measurement procedure
The degree of similarity S is calculated using only lists of the keywords and weights of
the words included in the knowledge-base (Figure 1).

<inpuD
Wordr

<outpuD
Similarity
Calculation

View

Degree of Similarity between
Wordl and Word2 considering View
S(WorQ,WorQ,View)

;

d(nowledgeBase>
Word

={....................}
={...,(qi, qii),....}
Word
i*, ={........:....:......}
;-1

Word;

Figure 1: A similarity measurement scheme

Here, W ordl atd, W ord2 are words between which the degree of simila"rity is calculated,
ard View is the word which represents the viewpoint (we call it the 'viewpoint word').
S(Word1,Word2,,Vieu) is calculated as per the following steps:

o STEP 1: Standardization of the ke5rword
Keywords which are semantically similar to each other should be ide.ntified, because the measurement of the similarity is basically calculated by comparing the
keywords of words. We call this identification'standardization'. Here, each key. word is standardized by placing it into the category of a thesaurus.
o STEP 2: Normalization of the weight
The number of the keyword and the value of its weight depend on the length of
the definition or explanation about the word in the dictionary. That is, rvords in
the knowledge-base have different numbers of positive weights values. Therefore,
all weights should be normalized so that their degree of similarity is independent
of the differences between them.

o STEP 3: Modulation based on viewpoint
When the degree of similarity based on the viewpoint is calculated, we assume
that categories in the viewpoint word which have a positive weight are important.
Therefore, certain part of weights of a word are emphasized as a function of the
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weight of the same category contained in the viewpoint word when the degree of
similarity is calculated. We call this emphasis 'modulation'.

o STEP 4: Calculation of the degree of similarity (S)
We consider ,S as the simple degree of similarity between two modulated words.
Accordingly, S is defined based on the idea of the angle between two vectors
representing the modulated words.

2.2.L. Keyword Standardization
The degree of similarity is basically calculated by comparing keywords. Therefore,
keywords which are nearly equal in meaning should be regarded as being the same
keywords. For example, the keyword 'shape' should be equal to the keyword 'form'.
We use the the thesaurus 7 consisting of k categories for this standardization. c- is
the category in which all the words pa in the set are similar to each other.

T : {qrc2r---,c^r--- rc*}
c^: {P,,.ttPm2t"' P*lr"'}-

(2)

We regard the categories in 7 as being independent of each other from the semantic
point of view. In this case, the categories of ? span vector space V of. k dimensions.
Each keywordof.Word; is standardized by placing it into the category in which it
is included. Using these standardized keywords, vectorized word Wordi is generated
as follows:

Wordi

:

(Qa,Q;r,. . .,Q;i,. . .,Q;x)
n

Q,j

= t Qa.
l=L pt€cj

(3)

Here, the second equation shows that the weights of the keywords are summed up,
there are some keywords included in the same category.

if

2.2.2. Normalization of the weight
Because the number of the keyword and the value of its weight depend on the length
of the definition or explanation of the word in the dictionaries, the value and number
of positive weights vary with the word in the knowledge-base. When calculation of the
similarity is based on the distance between Wordl and Word2 in V, the value and
number of positive weights dominantly lead to decide the degree of the similarity. For
example, words which have only a small number of small positive weights are always
nearer and more similar to each other than to a word which has a large number of large
positive weights. Therefore, the weights of the word should be normalized so that the
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'Wordi

length of
is constant. We normalize the weight of Wordi by dividing
the vector norm llWordlll of the'Wordi:

Wordi

:

it by the

(0;r, Qrr,'" ,Qu,'.. ,,Qro)

a

Q,i

Q;i =

llword;ll

(4)

,Q?^

2.2.3. Modulation based on viewpoint
To take the viewpoint into consideration in calculating the degree of similarity, words
compared with each other should be emphasized using the viewpoint word. The viewpoint word (View) is also standardized and normalized as:

View = (Qa,,Q,2,.. . ,Q,j,... ,,Q,i fllviewll - 1).
(5)
We assume that categories which have positive weight in View should be important
when the degree of the similarity is calculated. Therefore, we define 'modulation' as
the procedure in which the weights of such categories in the Wordl are emphasized
when calculating the degree of similarity. A modulated word'Wordl/ is generated as
per the following formula:

Wordl'

:

(Qi,Qir,"' ,Q!,"'
Qii =

,Qi*)

Q;i'M(Q",1-

(6)

all categories in ? are regarded as being independent of each other, the weights
of Wordf Qii o be calculated only from weights of the sarne category in Wordi and
View. M is a "function of modulation, which decides the degree of emphasis for each
category. We assume that small weights in the viewpoint are the noise weights, which
have no relation with the viewpoint. Therefore, we adopt the modulation function
Because

shown below:
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qj : weight of category (c1)

Figure 2: Modulation functioo example
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In Fig 2, o is the threshold value which discerns noise weight. Next the modulated
'Wordf is normalized again by Equation 4, because the length of the vector norm
word
is changed by modulation.

2.2.4. Calculation of the degree of similarity (S)
We calculate S(Word1,Word.2,Vieu) as the similarity between two words modulated.

S(Word1,Word,2,View)= r?(Wordi,

Wordi).

(i)

R is the function which indicates the nearness between two modulated words in the
vector space I/. We consider R to require the following conditions:
o 0 ( .E(Word.,'Word6)

o R(Word", Words)
o .t?(Word",'Word")

:
:

(

t

R(Word5, Worda)
1

o Word6 is more similar to'Word" than 'Word.,

if .E(Word6, Words) < ^E(Word", Word6).
and Word} as .R, because the length
of the modulated vector is constant. This satisfies the above mentioned conditions.
We select the cosine of the angie d between

s

cos?

:

Word{

Word{ .Word}

fr

: LQii Qii.
i-

(8)

i

3. Evaluation
3.1. Experimental knowledge-base
We made an experimental knowledge-base of 40,000 Japanese daily-use words using
four Japanese dictionaries [8,9, 10, 11] to evaluate the proposed method. To achieve
the standardization described in section 2.2.1, we use a thesaurus [7] containing 370,000
words grouped into 3,000 categories. Each word in the constructed knowledge-base has
on average fifty lists, each consisting of a keyword and its weight.

3.2. Examples of judgement of similarity
In the following example, we calculate the degree of viewpoint-based similarity of the
word, 'water' and 'oil':
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Table 1: A degree of similarity between 'water' and 'oil'
viewpoint-word
Vieut

Degree of similarity

S('water',' oil', V iew)

(no word)

0.30

'molecular'

0.24

'liquid'

0.48

This table shows that the degree of similarity between the two words based on an
inadequate viewpoint word ('molecular') is even smaller than the degree calculated
when no viewpoint word is given at all. On the other hand, if an adequate viewpoint
word ('liquid') is selected, the similarity is considerably larger than that calculated
without a viewpoint word. Given the viewpoint word 'molecular', a person might not
answer that 'oil' is similar to 'waterl. Given the viewpoint word 'liquid', however, the
Person very likely will answer that 'oil' is similar to 'water'. In this case, then, the
judgement of Table 1 may appears to be "human-like".
Another example follows in Table 2.
Table 2: An example of selecting a word similar to 'silver,

viewpoint-word
Vieu:

Degree of similarity
S('silver','gold', V iew) S('silver','lead', V iew)

metal

0.82

0.81

cash

0.89

0.24

The degree of similarity between 'gold' and 'silver' is as large as that between 'lead,
and 'silver'when 'metal'is selected as a viewpoint word, which means both 'lead'and
'gold' are similar to 'silver'. On the other hand, 'silver'is much more similar to 'gold'
than 'lead' is when 'cash' is selected as the viewpoint word. This result, too, appears
to be very "human-like".
When the degrees of similarity between an indicated word and each of the 40,000
words in the knowledge-base are calculated, retrieval of words which are similar from
the given viewpoint can be done by listing words in the order of their degree of similarity. Table 3 is a list of the highest-ranking words which are similar to the Japanese
word "bansht"(-late fall) from the viewpoint of *owari'(:the end of something; an
ending), as obtained by using our method as a retrieval system.
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Table 3: An example of related word retrieval

Rank
1

2
3

Related words

banshI
oshimai
banshun

5

banto
banka

6

ytkoku

8

boshun

9

11

higure
yumagure
kure

L2

shijt

13

l4

hitomoshigoro
yagate

15

tettotetsubi

15

shoshu

L7

19

tasogare
nenmatsu
yube

20

tomeru

4

10

18

Related words
(translated into English)
late fall
conclusion
late spring
late winter
late summer
evening
late spring

Degree of Similarity

to "ban-shu"

from the viewpoint of "owari"

)

1.000

0.784
0.772

0.77r
0.765
0.744
0.739

sunset

0.730

evening
end of the year
always
evening
soon
thoroughly
early fall
dusk
year-end
evening
stop

0.729
0.727
0.723

0.72t
0.715

0.7t4
0.7t4
0.707
0.706

0.702
0.701

Most of the words retrieved in Table 3 are similar to the given word ('banshu')However, some words are not similar (for example, 'shiju', 'yagate'and 'tettotetsubi').
In the next section, therefore, we evaluate our method through several lists of words
such as that given above.

3.3. Evaluation of the proposed method
We evaluated measurement of similarity with the parameter F (0 < F < 1), which is
calculated using the precision Pr used for evaluation in information retrieval. These
values are given as follows:
n

r --Ln LP
i=1

P;

AO B;
B;
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(e)

When a word and the viewpoint-word are given, A is the set of n similar words selected
by humans , and B; is the minimum set of similar words which are selected by the
retrieval system and which contains f words of A as Figure 3. The system is regarded
as good when F is near to 1.

Similarwords selected
by a RetrievalSystem

@EEil

word

Word..
ll
a

Wgrdzr

Wordl

Wgrd2;

Wordl

Word26

1

B
B;

Bn

Similar words selected
by Humans

a

:

a

A

a
a

b
a
a

c

F=

Wordl

1.1
i
n'a + .----+ +o * --.-* A
c'
-{-

Figure 3: A scheme of calculating

F

Next, let us consider a way of comparing the proposed method with another method.
As a subject for comparison, we selected a conventional method which calculates the
degree of similarity based on the distance between words in the thesaurus, because a
thesaurus is generally thought to be a tool for judging similarity. We use the same
tree'structured thesaurus which is used for standardization, and define the distance .L
as the number of categories which exist on the path between two categories, each of
which includes words compared with each other. We define the degree of similarity
^9'
in a conventional manner using .L as follows:

^s,:r

-+

Dtnoc

(10)

Here L^o, is the maximum distance between every two categories in the thesaurus,
and ,S' satisfies the degree of similarity function conditions mentioned in Section 2.2.4.
We show an evaluation example in Figure 4. In this figure, F for the proposed
method and the conventional method are compared for fifty-eight samples.
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S (horse, X, creature)
X = {horse, pig, cow, rabbit,.....
(result of retrieval)

a?
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(l)
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(l)v
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o->.o
-o
IL

*'

o
0

0.05

0.10

0.15

F by conventional method

Figure 4: Result of evaluation

Each point in Figure 4 means that evaluations of retrievals based on our method
and the conventional method are done with a given word and a viewpoint word. The
value of the horizontal axis of the point is F calculated based on our method , and the
value of the vertical axis on it is F calculated based on the conventional method . From
this figure, the value of F based on our method is larger than that of the conventional
method about 80% of samples. Morever, the ratio of F based on the proposed method
to .F based on the conventional one at each point is about fifteen to one on average.
These facts mean that our proposed method is superior to the conventional one which
adopted the thesaurus directly.

4. Conclusion
We have proposed a method for viewpoint-based measurement of the semantic similarity between words based on a knowledge-base constructed automatically from machinereadable dictionaries. We constructed the experimental knowledge-base of 40,000
Japanese words and evaluated our method in terms of the efficiency of retrieval of
similar words. Test results confirmed that the proposed method, although based on
the simply structured knowledge-base, is superior to the conventional one.
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